Servant Leadership
Skill Guide

Linked to Production, this behaviour is also about momentum and
getting stuff done, the distinction is that Tactical is more about
the tangible activity of ‘doing’ in the short term or near future.
Operating tactically is about ‘how’ to get things done, the choices
made to deliver a plan or strategy.
Effective Servant Leaders will have the ability to produce
immediate results by focusing on short range, hands on
practical strategies, being dynamic and effective when up
against an immediate problem or opportunity.

6.
Tactical

Self-Assess
Why not use this simple self-assessment scale to consider your strength in this area, share your self
assessment with someone whose opinion you value, do they agree with your assessment? How do they
see you demonstrate this skill? What might you do to maintain or improve your skills?

Stays more removed
from day-to-day
activities. Places
less importance to
reacting quickly to
opportunities. May
appear remote or
evasive.

This scale extends left to right across a range of
competence. Read the descriptors at either end of the
scale and mark the box closest to your current state.

A hands on doer, acts
quickly and practically
helps team to clear
backlogs. Makes self
available and is often
seen ‘on the shop floor’
.
Can adopt an 80:20
pragmatic view.

DEVELOPING PRODUCTION

•

Go GEMBA – or back to the floor, how well do you understand the processes and day to day operational
environment? How often do you get your hands dirty helping our team analyse the root cause of an issue?

•

Practice problem solving – there are range of problem solving tools and techniques - such as 5 Whys - take
a common issue and start to think about the root cause? What can you do to improve the process or
outcome?

•

Learn from others - delegate to a member of the team that has a different view point - or Strengths - to
you. The strength of Activator is all about momentum and results, seek an Activator out and feel the
inertia drain away!

Notes

Servant Leadership
Skill Guide

Being strategic is about taking a long-range, broad approach
to problem solving and decision making through a mixture of
objective analysis, thinking ahead, environmental scanning,
planning AND imagining. Servant Leaders can play the long
game, staying nimble enough to adapt to a changing landscape or
emerging opportunities. They are equally happy to proactively
describe what the future might look like.
Setting strategy is where the ‘ leadership’ part of Servant
Leadership comes into emphasis, your role is to set and
maintain an agreed direction. In the words of Max De Press ‘
the first role of a servant leader is to define reality, the last to
say thanks and in the middle the leader must become servant

7.
strategic

Self-Assess
Why not use this simple self-assessment scale to consider your strength in this area, share your self
assessment with someone whose opinion you value, do they agree with your assessment? How do they
see you demonstrate this skill? What might you do to maintain or improve your skills?

Focuses on the present,
goes with gut feel
rather than a blended
approach to making
long term decisions.
May take a narrow
or short term view.
Low on environmental
scanning, limited
insight.

This scale extends left to right across a range of
competence. Read the descriptors at either end of the
scale and mark the box closest to your current state.

Takes a measured and
thoughtful approach
to considering future
direction. Th inks
through the impact of
decisions and is able to
use current and past
experience to model.

DEVELOPING STRATEGIC

•
•

•
•

•

Notes

Go beyond today’s reality & feed your curiosity – avoid getting stuck with the risk averse, dull or status
quo. Take an interest in a wide a range of disciplines and ideas (in and outside of work) . Buy a copy of a
professional magazine (The Scientist or The Grocer)? It’s amazing where inspiration can come from.
Tools & Techniques – there are a massive range of critical thinking techniques to help hone your longer term
view. See a whole range of idea at brainzooming.com
Commit to thinking time - ideas need time to brew, where do you do your best thinking? How do you build
reflection into your day?
Foster diversity – strategic thinkers seek perspectives from multiple sources. Include people with diverse
areas of expertise or different thinking styles in your circle to complement your own and improve your work.
breaking plans down into smaller parts or steps can help surface and manage risk, speeds up learning and
insight and avoid large sunk costs. Tactical can mean experimentation and help develop a discovery mind-set.

